2004 dodge ram rumble bee specs

In and , Dodge produced its Ram pickup truck with a distinctive yellow and black styling
package reminiscent of the s Dodge Super Bee. The Dodge Ram Rumble Bee was a limited
production pickup truck built only on the two-door short-bed truck platform in either 4x2 or 4x4
final drive options. The Rumble Bee featured Dodge's most powerful Hemi at the time, Dodge's
famous engine series featuring a domed or hemispherically shaped combustion chamber. In the
two years of production, only 8, of these special edition trucks were created. Dodge's Hemi
engine used for the and Rumble Bee was the standard 5. While the truck was a limited edition, it
did not include a special engine or any additional performance tuning to set the truck apart from
other Dodge Ram pickup trucks. The Rumble Bee's Hemi V-8 engine produced horsepower and
foot-pounds of torque. The engine was a cast iron block fitted with aluminum heads and
features a bore of 3. The Hemi 5. The and Dodge Rumble Bee was only available on the
short-bed single cab pickup truck produced that year. The trucks were painted either yellow or
black to match the Rumble Bee emblems, and include a color-keyed front air valance, side skirts
and rear air dam, which were specific to the Rumble Bee for those years. The seats are slate
gray leather or cloth. Towing and hauling capacity of the Rumble Bee were unchanged from
stock Dodge Ram Hemi pickup trucks. Payload capacity of the and Dodge Ram Rumble Bee is
at least 1, pounds. Fuel economy on the and Dodge Ram Rumble Bee pickup trucks fitted with
the Hemi V-8 engine was classified as extremely poor. These trucks, with an automatic
transmission, averaged only 12 mpg in the city and 17 mpg on the highway, according to
government fuel economy testing. The rear end gear ratio of these trucks was 3. The size and
inefficiency of the Rumble Bee Hemi engine, however, coupled with the truck's 2 ton curb
weight returned low fuel economy despite the gear tuning. Don Kress began writing
professionally in , specializing in automotive technology for various websites. An Automotive
Service Excellence ASE certified technician since , he has worked as a painter and currently
owns his own automotive service business in Georgia. Kress attended the University of Akron,
Ohio, earning an associate degree in business management in Rumble Bee Specifications by
Don Kress. Writer Bio Don Kress began writing professionally in , specializing in automotive
technology for various websites. When Dodge completely updated its elderly design of the Ram
pickup for , I was absolutely and totally hooked. This was in-your-face styling, set an inch away
from your nose. The story goes that when an earlier design only elicited a middle-of-the-road
reaction from test market groups, it was sent back to the drawing board. When people either
absolutely loved or hated it, it was ready for the marketplace. Compared to other brands, it was
also bigger than most, both inside and out. Even my 5-foot-9 passenger complained about
having to climb up, and then exit the truck by putting out his feet and sliding to the ground.
Piloting the new Ram borders on cumbersome, especially in traffic. Dodge Ram comes in
numerous configurations of payload, box length, 2- or 4-wheel-drive, engine size and number of
doors. My limited-edition Rumble Bee tester stroked the upper end of the price scale. The name
is a throwback to , when Dodge souped up the Coronet and dubbed it the Super Bee. Rumble
Bee continues the heritage, though. I lit into it going around a corner and ended up on the other
side of the road. Heater controls are simple to the point of austerity, and the comfortable seats
include a pull-down central console that functions as an armrest but can swallow a laptop
computer. Coffee cup holders are wide but way too shallow; cargo goes into a plastic panel
behind the seats. It returned And people who ogle the inch wheels in the showroom never think
about how expensive replacement tires can be for this diameter. Expect to spend at least a
grand to reshoe all four corners. Show me anyone who off-roads â€” really off-roads, not just
drives on the lawn â€” with inch booties. In my eyes, Rumble Bee should be a real muscle car,
the way they were originally intended: a decontented truck with two-wheel-drive, smaller
wheels, and nothing but air and a radio. The original muscle cars were all about lightweight
base models with massive horsepower. Make it into an engine stand on wheels to support that
lovely Hemi. Leave that money in our pockets so we can pay for the gas. Marques Refine your
search. Automatic Pickup Gasoline 23 Flex Fuel 2. Rumble Bee. Popular Similar Cars. Google
Ads. Refine search. This truck is in excellent condition and is powered by a 5. It is finished in
bright yellow with black interior and has 69, actual miles mileage not indicated on the title. This
Dodge Ram regular-cab pickup features the factory Rumble Bee package. Rare Dodge Ram
Rumble Bee edition in excellent condition. Ready for highway and off road - 4x4 with 5. Corwin
dodge is pleased to offer this. We do not play pricing games. In addition to being well-cared for,
this dodge ram has very low mileage making it a rare find. It is incomparable for the price and
quality. For more info call or text us We accept all trade's and stock over quality pre-owned
vehicles on a daily basis. HEMI Magnum 5. This Ram engine never skips a beat.. Hemi magnum
5. It scored the top rating in the iihs frontal offset test. New car test drive called it Smooth and
refined The cabs are comfortable and convenient, among the roomiest in their respective
classes This ram engine never skips a beat. Please call and ask for naldo, brad or omar with any

questions!! Please call dealership for details and availability on vehicles. In there were only 3,
made. This example is 1, for that model year. This specific example only has 51, miles on the
odometer! The dodge ram rumble bee was only available in two colors: black clearcoat or solar
yellow clearcoat. The trucks are often noted by their equipped "bee stripe" which was a vertical
running stripe behind the rear wheels on the bed sides. Black trucks were equipped with a
yellow stripe, while yellow trucks were equipped with a black stripe. The stripe bears a more
modernized "scat pack bee" logo that can be found on the past dodge super bee cars. The
appearance package gave the consumer equipment also available on the "sport" trucks such as
painted bumpers, 20" chrome-clad aluminum wheels, and bright grille inserts. In addition, the
package also included a brushed aluminum fuel door, chrome exhaust tip, lower rocker panel
fascia or "ground effects", and a hood scoop. One owner rumble bee ram! Find another one
around like this! This truck is loaded and super clean! It also has the strong running hemi 5.
This one of a kind rumble bee edition is numbered and is a documented rumble bee edition from
the factory. Please don't hesitate to call with any questions. Easy online credit apps and
complete inventory with additional pictures can be viewed at Clean interior with only a few
minor blemishes to the exterior and only ,mi. Purchased new at dallas dodge and stayed in
dallas. Driveline: 5. Per year! Paint is oem solar yellow pyh code with very few and minor
imperfections, some slight scuffs here and there, but overall in very good condition; easy 8 of
10! Vehicles just like this special edition 04 rumble bee - this dodge ram 2dr rumble bee features
a 5. It is equipped with a 5 speed automatic transmission. The vehicle is high yellow with a dark
slate gray cloth interior. Extremely low miles 47k , in excellent condition, with rumble bee
leather interior! Everything is in perfect working order, from mechanical to electrical all lights
and gauges work, cold ac, strong heat, etc. Recent professional detail. Recent throttle body
cleaning. Clean title and clean carfax history. Custom rumble bee leather interior in perfect
condition. Custom, retractable tonneau cover with spoiler. Custom rumble bee floor mats. Air
Conditioning. Find another one around! This truck is loaded up with power windows and locks.
It also has the hemi 5. This bad boy 4x4 only has a k miles on it and is truly a one of a kind
truck! Mechanic says it could be good for another 50K, don't seem to believe that one. This
truck is in excellent mechanical condition and runs like new, interior is in good condition.
Everything works as it should. For complete listing information please select the click to bid
button to see this item on ebay. There are various dings and scratches that don't show in
pictures, there are some imperfections associated with the interior and exterior as shown in the
pictures of this listing. I don't know of any mechanical problems with this truck. The truck
sports the laramie package. I purchased the truck from a individual who could not afford to
make the repairs. Immediate And pick up of the truck within 10 days of auction end. Rumble bee
package, lift kit, 20 inch wheels, hemi engine, leather, bushwacker fender flares, led lights,
super clean truck! Dodge Ram Please call or email us with any questions
2010 kia forte owners manual
tow hitch wiring harness
vvt solenoid lexus is300
. New pipes, new led lights all over, new tint, new Nitto tires, new paint job, double din cd player
with amp and two twelves. Just recently paid off 2 weeks ago, need cash. Everything in and out
on this truck is ready. New speakers replaced in truck with a viper alarm. Please call for more
info.. The alignment is perfect CD Player. Very difficult to find a Rumble Bee in this condition,
with mileage this low. Brand new Goodyear Wrangler tires. Black Rumble Bee leather interior.
Retractable, black tonneau with spoiler. For sale Dodge Rumble Bee like brand new condition
low miles. Trevose, pa ph: web: For sale Dodge Rumble Bee excellent condition. The dodge ram
rumble bee was equipped with a 5. There were plus made in and made in which were titled the
second swarm. The dodge ram rumble bee has a 3. Don't bother looking at any other truck! This
fantastic dodge is one of the most sought after used vehicles on the market because it never
lets owners down. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

